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Abstract
Designing deep convolutional neural networks, which are nowadays successfully applied in a wide
range of various fields, can be a very challenging task requiring a great deal of experience. The
aim of this work is to minimize human effort needed to design convolutional neural networks and
automatize the whole process of finding efficient and successful architectures. Proposed framework
uses a modified version of an evolutionary algorithm, which is developed to find accurate and
fully-trained convolutional neural networks to solve various image classification problems. The
framework uses the so-called weight inheritance technique, which allows the training process to
be considered as a special kind of mutation and by that drastically reduce time complexity of the
evolution cycle. An innovative concept of the training age which gives ”younger” but potentially
better candidates an opportunity to succeed is also proposed. The framework has been validated
on the standard image classification datasets – MNIST and CIFAR10. The initial experiments
yielded fully-trained networks with almost 99% test accuracy on MNIST dataset in a relatively short
evolution time. The results showed that neuroevolution has a promising potential to automatize the
process of designing neural networks.
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1. Introduction1

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are currently2

successfully used in a wide range of fields such as com-3

puter vision, image classification and natural language4

processing [1]. For many of these application domains,5

very deep neural networks (i.e. networks with many6

hidden layers) are needed to solve the problem. Find-7

ing accurate (and possibly compact) neural network8

structures for solving complex problems is usually a9

hard task even for experienced neural network design-10

ers. It requires a significant amount of experiments11

and great knowledge of processed data. That is the12

reason, why there is growing potential for algorithms13

finding complex CNN architectures, which are capable14

of delivering the best results on a given dataset.15

Evolutionary algorithms have proven to be effec-16

tive in many optimization problems, for example, in17

hardware design [2], astronomy, robotics [3, 4] and18

planning. It is therefore natural, that evolutionary al- 19

gorithms have also been used to automatize the pro- 20

cess of developing neural network structures and they 21

have quickly became a respected method used for this 22

task. In the literature, the connection of evolutionary 23

computing and neural networks is often referred to as 24

neuroevolution. 25

The current state-of-the-art work in the neuroevo- 26

lution field achieved promising results and showed a 27

big potential for automatization of a neural network 28

design with the help of evolutionary algorithms. 29

The goal of this work is to design and implement a 30

framework which can be used by CNN designers to au- 31

tomatically discover effective and accurate network ar- 32

chitectures or to optimize existing but not satisfactory 33

ones. It uses a slightly modified version of common 34

evolutionary algorithms with some novel techniques. 35

The results achieved after initial experiments showed 36
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that is is possible to use the proposed method to de-37

sign convolutional neural networks. The best result38

achieved on MNIST dataset was 98.88% and 62.3% ac-39

curacy was achieved after the experiment on CIFAR1040

dataset. These initial results were gained with limited41

computational resources allocated and within a few42

experiments only. The detailed explanation of these43

results and future ideas how to enhance them will be44

discussed in later sections.45

Please note, that the work is still in progress and46

presented results are not final. More experiments on a47

larger scale are required to explore the full potential of48

the proposed algorithm.49

2. Theoretical background50

This section briefly describes convolutional neural net-51

works and evolutionary algorithms, which are needed52

to understand this paper.53

2.1 Convolutional neural networks54

Convolutional neural networks are a very popular class55

of feedforward deep neural networks used for image56

classification and recognition tasks [1]. They consist57

of an input layer, an output layer and (usually) many58

hidden layers. Basic component of a CNN is a convolu-59

tional layer, whose role is to extract new features from60

an input image by the operation called convolution.61

The extracted features are then used by the network to62

determine an output class of an input image. Values of63

filters applied through the convolution at each convo-64

lutional layer are learned by means of training on the65

training data set. After the training process is finished,66

the network is validated on another data set – the test67

set. The second main type of CNN layers is called68

pooling layer. It is used for reducing the spatial size69

of an input image. A fully-connected layer is usually70

(but not necessarily) applied in the end of a CNN to71

perform the classification operation.72

2.2 Evolutionary computing73

The family of algorithms inspired by biological evolu-74

tion is uniformly called evolutionary algorithms (EA).75

The main driving force of biological evolution is the76

natural selection or, in other words – the survival of the77

fittest principle. The idea behind the natural selection78

mechanism is following: in a population of individuals79

competing for limited resources, only the best ones80

are able to survive or to reproduce. In the context of81

evolutionary algorithms, the quality of each individual82

is measured by a so called fitness function, which is83

highly dependent on the problem being solved. Every84

potential solution – phenotype – is encoded as a geno-85

type inside an EA. Variation operators called muta- 86

tion and crossover (recombination) are then applied to 87

some selected genotypes to produce offspring individu- 88

als. In order to increase the mean quality of individuals 89

in a population, only individuals with the highest fit- 90

ness are selected as parents or will survive to the next 91

generation. The process of selection, recombination 92

and evaluation is repeated until a suitable solution is 93

discovered or the available time is exhausted. 94

3. Related work 95

Roots of neuroevolution date back to 80s when a sim- 96

ple genetic algorithm evolving neural network struc- 97

tures was introduced [5]. Since then, evolutionary 98

computing was successfully applied not only in dis- 99

covering architectures of neural networks but also as a 100

promising alternative (or addition) to the backpropa- 101

gation algorithm which is the major method used for 102

learning of neural networks [6] [7]. While our work 103

is concerned with evolving only structures of neural 104

networks, this paper will focus only on this area of 105

neuroevolution. 106

American researcher Kenneth O. Stanley intro- 107

duced his algorithm NEAT (NeuroEvolution of Aug- 108

menting Topologies) in 2002 [8]. NEAT has later 109

grown into the foundation for many other successful 110

applications of neuroevolution. The basic principle of 111

NEAT algorithm is in creating nodes (neurons) and 112

the connections between them, including their weights. 113

This is done by a simple set of mutations and the evolu- 114

tion process. It uses a direct encoding which means in 115

the context of neuroevolution that every neuron is di- 116

rectly represented by the particular gene. While NEAT 117

works perfectly for smaller networks, it becomes very 118

inefficient when it comes to discovering deeper ones. 119

This inefficiency was the main reason why in 2009 120

Stanley proposed HyperNEAT [9] which uses a spe- 121

cial kind of indirect encoding called Compositional 122

Pattern Producing Networks (CPPN). CPPNs use com- 123

plex functions to set the weights of connections be- 124

tween two nodes. The structure of a network is partly 125

predefined and only these functions are evolved. This 126

allows the algorithm to be much more scalable and 127

find more complex structures. 128

In 2017 DeepNEAT and CoDeepNEAT were pre- 129

sented [10]. The authors of these algorithms have tried 130

to extend the original NEAT algorithm to be able to 131

find very deep neural networks. To achieve this, in- 132

stead of simple neurons they encoded entire layers 133

(together with their parameters) into a genotype. They 134

also brought a high level of modularity into the design 135

and were able to evolve very deep and accurate archi- 136



tectures which could almost compete even with the137

state-of-the-art architectures.138

The first relevant work on evolution of convolu-139

tional neural networks was Large-scale evolution of140

image classifiers proposed in 2017 by Real et al [11].141

They were the first to achieve results comparable to142

the state-of-the-art CNNs on commonly used bench-143

mark data sets for image classification – CIFAR10144

and CIFAR100. In their work they used a modified145

version of a genetic algorithm with a set of mutations146

inspired by NEAT, but customized for CNNs. Simi-147

larly to DeepNEAT they also made use of encoding148

of entire layers to be capable of discovering very deep149

architectures. The paper also presented an idea of com-150

bining classical training process with evolution via the151

weight inheritance. In other words, it means that every152

offspring can inherit learned weights from its parent153

every time possible.154

The most recent work on evolving CNNs is CNN-155

GA from 2018 [12]. It utilizes the power of residual156

connections and modularity to surpass even the results157

of the large-scale evolution and all other neuroevolu-158

tion algorithms. The basic building block of CNN-GA159

is a module consisting of two convolutional layers and160

one residual connection called skip layer. Another161

type of a building block is the pool layer module and162

every neural network is a combination of these mod-163

ules with various parameters. Evolution of networks is164

realized by the genetic algorithm utilizing a special set165

of mutation and crossover operators. As the obtained166

results are remarkable – with 95.22% accuracy on CI-167

FAR10 and 77.97% on CIFAR100 data set – this work168

can be considered as the current state-of-the-art in this169

area.170

4. Neuroevolution framework171

The goal of this framework is to build up on concepts172

proposed in the literature and introduce some new173

ideas aimed to further reduce time and computational174

complexity of the neuroevolution process. The main175

principles of the proposed framework will be described176

in this section. Figure 1 shows a scheme of main177

components of the framework and the connections178

between them.179

The evolutionary algorithm works independently180

of used CNN library thanks to the wrapper whose ob-181

jective is to map a structure of a network represented182

by a genotype to the internal representation of CNN183

in the library. The library is responsible for training184

and evaluating candidate solutions and saving learned185

parameters. Storing weights in separate files is impor-186

tant because of the weight inheritance which will be187

described later in the text in more detail. 188

The library used for this work is called TinyDNN [13],189

which was chosen mainly because of its speed and flex- 190

ibility. It only consists of header files and is, therefore, 191

very compact and portable. It supports all common 192

features of convolutional neural networks published 193

in the literature. For optimizing the parameters it ap- 194

plies the standard backpropagation algorithm based on 195

stochastic gradient descent. 196

5. Proposed evolutionary algorithm 197

This section will outline the most important character- 198

istics of the proposed evolutionary algorithm. For now 199

the algorithm uses only mutation operators which are 200

slightly inspired by [11] and work as follows: 201

• INSERT - inserts a convolutional/pool layer on 202

random index 203

• REMOVE - removes the layer on random index 204

• ALTER - alters the layer on random index ac- 205

cording to the type of layer 206

• ALTER LEARNING - changes the learning 207

rate 208

• RESET - resets the weights 209

• TRAIN - trains the individual for one epoch 210

using backpropagation 211

The selection mechanism is based on modified (µ + 212

λ ) selection where µ is the number of parents and λ 213

is the number of offspring. It is obvious that while 214

the TRAIN mutation can raise the individual’s fitness 215

(i.e. accuracy), mutations like INSERT or REMOVE 216

would almost surely lower it, at least until the weights 217

are optimized again. It is, therefore, important to give 218

a chance to survive even for more innovative but less 219

trained individuals. That is the reason why the concept 220

of training age, inspired by speciation (or niching) in 221

NEAT algorithm, was introduced. While in NEAT the 222

individuals are separated into species by a similarity in 223

the structure, in this work the separation is done based 224

on the training age. The training age is raised every 225

time the individual undergoes a training process (via 226

mutation) and lowered when some accuracy-lowering 227

mutation (such as inserting or removing a convolu- 228

tional layer) is executed. The selection mechanism 229

then selects k best candidates from a group of individ- 230

uals with the same age, where k is a random number 231

between zero and a number given by the population 232

size. This cycle is repeated until µ individuals are se- 233

lected. The entire cycle of the evolutionary algorithm 234

is given in Algorithm 1. 235
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Figure 1. Framework scheme. The evolutionary algorithm is generating genotypes (chromosomes) which are
converted into the internal representation of CNN library in the library wrapper. Afterwards, the network can be
trained or evaluated by the library. The accuracy achieved by the network is sent as a fitness value back to the
EA. The weights are stored in separate files and can be changed by either the library or the evolutionary
algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code of the evolutionary cycle.
1: procedure EA
2: initialize a population
3: evaluate the initial population
4: while CurGeneration < Generations do
5: mutate all parents to create offspring
6: evaluate the new individuals
7: while individuals != population size do
8: for every age class do
9: get random number k from (0,n)

10: select k best individuals
11: end for
12: end while
13: end while
14: end procedure

5.1 Problem encoding236

Encoding of a phenotype into a genotype is shown in237

Figure 2. Every genotype consists of a header with238

a basic information about the network represented by239

the genotype and its structure (body). Structure of240

the network is a combination of two different types of241

layers:242

• Convolutional layer – basic building block of 243

convolutional neural networks; 244

parameters: kernelSize, outChannels, stride and 245

padding. 246

• Pool layer - downsampling of the input; 247

parameters: stride, poolSize and poolType. 248

Because of the proposed straightforward encoding 249

of candidate networks, the conversion from a genotype 250

to the internal representation of a CNN in the CNN 251

library is very simple. Only differences between the 252

encoded genotype and the final representation are the 253

activation layers which come after convolutional layers 254

and two final layers responsible for smooth transition 255

to the output classes. 256

5.2 Weight inheritance 257

In order to reduce the time and computational com- 258

plexity of the entire evolution, all learned weights are 259

inherited from the parent to offspring as proposed in 260

[11]. This technique is also further enhanced by pre- 261

serving as many weights as possible, even in the case 262

mutation changes shape of some layer. If there are 263

fewer weights in the mutated network, old weights 264

are resized and cut accordingly. Other way around, if 265
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Figure 2. Example of conversion of the genotype into
the phenotype (network architecture). There is a
ReLU activation behind every convolutional layer and
two final layers (flattening and fully connected layer)
responsible for the transition to classification classes.
For the sake of simplicity the parameters which are
also encoded in the chromosome are disregarded in
this figure.

there is more weights in the mutated layer, the remain-266

ing weights are initialized to zero by the evolutionary267

algorithm.268

6. Experimental results269

All experiments were conducted on the IT4T super-270

computer Anselm in Ostrava. The experimental results271

described in this section are only initial and thus only272

demonstrate the basic potential of the proposed algo-273

rithm. More work is required to reach a higher level of274

accuracy and compete with the state-of-the-art results.275

In the first experiment, we started with a CNN with276

the following parameters: one convolutional layer with277

six kernels of size 5x5 and one max pooling layer with278

pool size of 4. The starting learning rate was set to279

0.1. The goal of the EA was to modify the topology280

and find suitable weights. The weights of individual281

mutations were set as follows:282

• INSERT – 55283

• REMOVE – 10284

• ALTER – 15285

• ALTER LEARNING – 5286

• RESET – 5287

• TRAIN – 45288

The MNIST database was chosen as the base bench-289

mark dataset because it can demonstrate the potential290

of the proposed method in a short amount of time.291

EA employed a relatively small population of eight292

individuals and produced 20 generations in each run.293

The results on this data set reached 98.70% test294

accuracy on average from five runs and the best net-295

work from all these runs reached 98.88% accuracy.296
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Figure 3. The progress of five independent EA runs
in the task of CNN-based MNIST classifier design.
The horizontal axis represents the fitness i.e. the
accuracy of the best solution and the vertical axis
represents the number of generation.

The average execution time is 5.53 hours on a 16-core 297

node of the Anselm computer. It is also important to 298

mention that the reported networks emerged only from 299

the evolutionary process which means that the frame- 300

work is able to discover accurate networks without the 301

need of additional training. The results are promising 302

in the context of future experiments of larger scale 303

(i.e. bigger population and more generations) and new 304

algorithm improvements. Additional tuning of the pa- 305

rameters of the EA, such as mutation probabilities, can 306

also help to reach a higher test accuracy. 307

A single run of the EA on CIFAR10 data set was 308

also conducted with the same initial CNN and the 309

EA operating with 10 individuals in the population 310

and 30 generations. The test accuracy reached in this 311

experiment was 62.37% which is far from the state- 312

of-the-art results. The reason for this is that CIFAR10 313

data set requires deeper networks to reach a reasonable 314

accuracy and our experiment was executed for too 315

short period of time. More experiments are needed 316

to determine the ability of the framework to find such 317

deep neural networks. 318

7. Conclusion 319

This paper introduced a new framework intended for 320

minimizing human effort needed for designing con- 321

volutional neural networks on a specific task in the 322

category of image classification. To achieve this it 323

uses modified version of the evolutionary algorithm 324

with some innovative techniques such as training age. 325

The framework was validated using a few initial 326

experiments on the standard benchmark data sets of 327

MNIST and CIFAR10. 328

7.1 Future work 329

While this project is still in progress, many new ideas 330

are being worked on. There is an ongoing process 331



of tuning evolution parameters to get the best results332

possible. Another new feature being explored is an333

employment of a crossover operator which could sig-334

nificantly fasten up the evolution. Last but not the least,335

integrating residual connections which have proven to336

be effective in many deep CNNs could help in finding337

very deep neural networks architectures.338
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